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Sergey Ivanov

Start Times, Biological Clocks Out of Sync

Sleep Data Lead Large School System
To Push Back High School Start Times
The nation’s 11th-largest school
district aims to boost teens’
sleep and improve classroom
performance, mental and
physical health, and driving
safety by delaying current
school start times.
by Lynne Lamberg

“M

y day starts in pitch
black,” high school sophomore Claire Heiden
told the Fairfax County,
Va., School Board when
it met last October to vote on delaying
the county’s present 7:20 a.m. high school
start time.
Students who ride school buses
often rise before 5 a.m. and leave home
at 5:30 a.m., Heiden said. Those who
commute by car—relatively new drivers
and often barely awake, she asserted—
face the added challenge of driving in
the dark.
“The evidence for later school start
times is clear and compelling,” Phyl-

lis Payne, M.P.H., a Fairfax parent and
health educator, said at the meeting.
More than a decade ago, Payne told Psychiatric News, she rose before dawn to
tend a child, glanced outside, and saw
her babysitter and other teenagers gathered under a streetlight waiting for their
school bus.
In 2004, Payne and another parent,
Sandy Evans, now a school-board member, cofounded the Start Later for Excellence in Education Proposal (SLEEP),
a community group advocating later
opening-bell times and increased sleep
education in the curriculum. Their group
submitted a petition to the board with
more than 10,000 signatures of people
favoring the delay.
After hearing these and other presentations, including one opposing the
delay, the board voted 11 to 1 to accept
a plan to start school later developed by
sleep specialists at Children’s National
Medical Center in Washington, D.C.
Beginning in September, classes will
start between 8 a.m. and 8:10 a.m. and
end between 2:45 p.m. and 2:55 p.m.
for more than 57,000 students in Fair-

Fairfax Decision Could Have National Impact
The American Academy of Sleep Medicine (AASM) hopes the Fairfax County action on
start times will encourage school boards, parents, and physicians in other communities
to work together to help teenagers to get the sleep they need, Timothy Morgenthaler,
M.D., AASM president, told Psychiatric News. He is a professor of medicine at Mayo Medical
School in Rochester, Minn.
Morgenthaler is the father of five. One of his children starts high school at 7:45 a.m.,
and another attends a middle school that opens at 8:05 a.m. Morgenthaler drives both
children to school to allow them to sleep 30 minutes longer than they could if they took a
bus, an option he knows is not possible for all parents.
“I’ve been asking our membership to enlighten local school boards,” Morgenthaler
said. “We support community efforts to move start times later.”

fax County’s 22 high schools. Students
attending three middle schools located
on high school campuses will follow the
high school schedule. Remaining middle
schools will open at their current start
time, 7:30 a.m. Elementary schools will
start at the same time they do now, or
within five to 10 minutes of that time,
with openings varying from 8 a.m. to
9:20 a.m.
The new schedule will cost $4.9 million to implement, mainly to purchase
27 new buses to reduce extremely early
pickup times.

Students Can Get 50 Minutes More Sleep
The new start times will give all Fairfax public high school students and some
middle school students the opportunity
to sleep 40 to 50 minutes longer on
school nights than they do now, Judith
Owens, M.D., a professor of pediatrics
at George Washington University School
of Medicine and Health Sciences, told
Psychiatric News. Studies in communities that have delayed start times show
students do not stay up later, Owens said.
They go to bed at the same time and get
more sleep.
Owens directs sleep medicine at
Children’s National Medical Center. She
and colleagues received a $143,000 grant
from the Fairfax County School Board in
2013 to develop workable scenarios for
starting school later.
Because the start-time debate had
roiled Fairfax for years, Owens and her
team sought broad community involvement. The team held eight town-hall
meetings at which more than 1,000
people offered opinions on four options.
It also reviewed 3,000 emails area residents sent via its website.

Most adolescents need 8.5 to 9.5
hours of sleep for optimum alertness and
well-being, said Owens, who chairs the
American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP)
Adolescent Sleep Working Group. Few
get that amount, AAP said in a policy
statement published in Pediatrics in September 2014. That’s because school start
times are not in sync with adolescents’
biological clocks.
Two-thirds of Fairfax students in
grades 8, 10, and 12 reported in a 2011
survey that they averaged seven hours or
less sleep on school nights, and 29 percent reported symptoms of depression,
findings that alarmed the school board
and the community.
According to the AAP, “The average
teenager in today’s society has difficulty
falling asleep before 11 p.m. and is best
suited to wake at 8 a.m. or later.” The
AAP urged the nation’s middle and high
schools to start classes at 8:30 a.m. or
later—30 to 60 minutes later than most
do now. While Fairfax’s 8 a.m. or later
start times fall short of that goal, they
are a positive first step, Owens said, and
a practical compromise considering the
community’s size—385 square miles—
traffic woes, and other factors.
“We have found every minute of delay
useful,” Kyla Wahlstrom, Ph.D., director
of the Center for Applied Research and
Education Improvement at the University of Minnesota and a longtime investigator of school start-time changes, told
Psychiatric News. “The greater the delay,
the greater the benefit.”
When school starts later, Wahlstrom
said, attendance rises; tardiness falls;
academic performance improves in the
core subjects of English, math, social
studies, and science; and scores rise on
national standardized tests. Students
who average eight hours or more sleep
each night report fewer symptoms of
depression and thoughts of suicide than
those who usually sleep less than eight
hours.
Schools have ample time to prepare for
the new schedules, said Fairfax County
Public Schools Superintendent Karen
Garza. “Because we are such a large and
diverse district,” she said, “the changes
likely will be easier for some parents and
more challenging for others.”
Most Fairfax County middle school
students still will start classes earlier
than sleep specialists recommend,
Owens said. Her team hopes to assess
the impact of the new start times and to
work with the school board to explore
further delays. PN
“Children’s National Medical Center
Blueprint for Change” is posted at http://
www.fcps.edu/supt/update/1415/BlueprintChange-School-Start-Time-Change-ReportFinal4-14-14.pdf.
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Teen-Driver Crash Rate Lower
When School Starts Later
Adjacent suburban counties
have very different rates for car
crashes involving teen drivers.
The difference may be the later
school start time in one of the
counties.
by Lynne Lamberg

T

een drivers whose Virginia high
school started classes at 8:45
a.m. had significantly lower
rates of car crashes than peers
in an adjacent county where

high school began at 7:20 a.m., researchers at Eastern Virginia Medical School in
Norfolk have found.
Robert Vorona, M.D., an associate
professor of medicine, and colleagues
compared data on weekday crashes and
time of day for drivers aged 16 to 18 and
adult drivers in two demographically
similar Virginia counties for the school
years 2009-2010 and 2010-2011. The
combined total high school enrollment
in the two counties was about 34,000
students.
In 2009-2010, licensed teen drivers
in Henrico County, where high schools

Puberty Prompts Later Bedtimes
And Wake Times

by Lynne Lamberg

A

longitudinal study documents
pubertal changes in timing of
sleep, suggesting early middle
and high school start times
may suppress a biologically
driven need to sleep later.
A team led by Stephanie Crowley, Ph.D.,
at the E.P. Bradley Hospital sleep research
laboratory and Department of Psychiatry
and Human Behavior at the Warren Alpert
Medical School of Brown University followed 94 adolescents in two cohorts: 38
children, first assessed at age 9 to 10, and
56 teens, enrolled at age 15 to 16.
Crowley, now an assistant professor of
behavioral sciences at Rush Medical Col-

lege, and colleagues reported their findings in PLOS ONE in November 2014. The
study was supported by NIH.
The researchers determined the adolescents’ pubertal status at baseline and then
assessed participants roughly every six
months for the next two and a half years,
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Extensive data document the
sleep changes that coincide
with the onset of adolescence.

started at 8:45 a.m., had a weekday crash
rate about 29 percent lower than teen
drivers in neighboring Chesterfield
County, where classes started at 7:20
a.m.
Henrico had 37.9 crashes per 1,000
teen drivers, while Chesterfield had
48.8 crashes per 1,000 teen drivers that
school year. Peak crash rates in Henrico
occurred one hour later in the morning
and two hours later in the afternoon
than in Chesterfield, consistent with
commute times. Crash rates in 20102011 were similar.
Adult crash rates and traffic congestion did not differ in either county in the
study years, the researchers reported in
the November 2014 Journal of Clinical
Sleep Medicine. Because the counties are
adjacent, weather conditions probably
had no impact on the differing crash rates.

always while school was in session. Participants wore a wrist activity monitor at
home and kept a daily diary for at least one
week before each assessment, recording
when they went to sleep and got up. They
also called the laboratory’s time-stamped
answering machine just before they went
to bed and on arising each morning.
Participants then spent an evening
in the laboratory, where researchers
collected saliva samples every 30 minutes under dim light, starting five hours
before their usual bedtime and ending
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The Chesterfield teens had significantly more crashes that involved running off the road to the right than did
the Henrico students—the type of crash
associated with falling asleep at the
wheel.
Since the researchers were able to
obtain only aggregate driving data from
the Virginia Department of Motor Vehicles, they could not examine individual
teens’ sleep habits, work schedules, or
other factors that may have contributed
to crashes.
The findings, they said, “suggest that
early high school start times put teens
at risk for sleep restriction and conflict
with the phase delay that typifies adolescents’ circadian rhythms.” Their results
replicate and extend research Vorona
and colleagues conducted in two other
Virginia counties in 2007 and 2008.
According to an accompanying editorial, more than half of fall-asleep crashes
occur in drivers aged 25 or younger. Per
mile driven, drivers aged 16 to 19 are
three times more likely than drivers aged
20 and older to have a fatal crash, said
Saba Hamiduzzaman, M.D., and Barbara
Phillips, M.D., of the University of Kentucky College of Medicine. PN
An abstract of “Adolescent Crash Rates
and School Start Times in Two Central Virginia Counties, 2009-2011: A Follow-up Study
to a Southeastern Virginia Study, 2007-2008”
is posted at http://www.aasmnet.org/jcsm/
ViewAbstract.aspx?pid=29746.

30 minutes after that time. Using the
samples, researchers determined when
melatonin secretion started, an indicator
of circadian timing. A physician assessed
participants’ pubertal status at each visit.
As participants got older, melatonin
onset time moved later. They went to sleep
later on both weekdays and weekends and
got up later on weekends. Starting around
age 11, after entering middle school, participants began to get up earlier on weekdays, always before 7 a.m. Around age 18,
after completing high school, they started
sleeping about 90 minutes later on weekdays than they did when in school.
Participants aged 11 and older averaged less than eight hours of sleep on
weekdays. The 16- and 17-year-olds
slept less than seven hours on average on
weekdays, while those aged 18 and older
averaged seven and a half hours of sleep
on weekdays. PN
“A Longitudinal Assessment of Sleep
Timing, Circadian Phase, and Phase Angle
of Entrainment Across Human Adolescence” is posted at http://www.plosone.org/
article/info%3Adoi%2F10.1371%2Fjournal.
pone.0112199.

